Ageless
Encounters Festival
25th - 26th October 2019

yorkshiredance.com

Reimagining age through dance

Ageless is a 2 day festival
featuring a wide range of
artists, film-makers and
speakers that enable us to
reimagine age through dance.
The festival is driven by a desire
to shine a light on exceptional
work which celebrates,
challenges, comments on or
deliberately disregards age.
Fourth in the series of our
Encounters Festival, Ageless
celebrates local, national and
international work including the
work that Yorkshire Dance has
developed in Leeds and across
Yorkshire over the last decade.

WELCOME

Dance is universal.
Dance transcends age.

Ageless encompasses the
learning and principals of a
conference, but also enables
audiences to engage in
performances, workshops
and film screenings
Split across three venues
in the newly redeveloped
Quarry Hill area of Leeds, we
hope you enjoy this eclectic
mix of insightful, intimate
conversations, exhilarating
and exciting workshops and
vibrant performances.

Hannah Robertshaw
Programmes Director
at Yorkshire Dance

Festival Passes

Booking is Essential

Early Bird festival passes are now
on sale and give you access to all
the events happening in the festival.
Festival passes give you priority
booking for the workshops, talks,
classes and performances that best
suit your interests. The offer expires at
the end of September.

Whether you’re planning on
purchasing a festival pass (giving
you access to all the events) or
would like to attend one of the Pay
As You Feel events*, we ask that
you book in advance of the 25th
October.

Early Bird festival passes are offered
at the following rates:

You can book festival passes and
select Pay As You Feel events at
www.yorkshiredance.com or over
the phone on 0113 243 8765.

…… Organisation: £100
…… Freelance/Individual: £60
…… Concession: £40
Those who have purchased festival
passes will receive a link to the online
booking form for individual events.
There are limited spaces for all events,
so we encourage you to book as
soon as the window opens. We look
forward to seeing you there.
Find out more about our festival
passes at www.yorkshiredance.com.

Access at Ageless
We want everyone to enjoy
Ageless Festival. If you have any
specific access needs or concerns
that you would like to talk to us
about please give us a call on
0113 243 8765 or email us at
admin@yorkshiredance.com.

Pay As You Feel
At Yorkshire Dance, we’re
committed to making our work
affordable for everyone. With that
in mind, there will also be a Pay As
You Feel* option available for some
of the festival events. More details
about these Pay As You Feel events
will be available in due course.

Food & Drink
The festival pass includes a free
lunch on both days of the festival.
There will also be a selection of
teas, coffees and refreshments
available throughout the weekend.

#AgelessFestival
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Welcome Event
Fri 25th Oct,
11.45am – 12:30pm
Quarry Theatre, Leeds Playhouse
Ageless is a 2 day festival
featuring a wide range of artists,
film-makers and speakers who
are reimagining age through
dance. Following a morning
of invigorating classes (see
overleaf for details) join us for a
warm Ageless welcome where
you can meet some of our
speakers and guest artists and
familiarise yourself with how the
festival will work.
We’re excited to welcome Liz
Aggiss and Galit Liss, who will
be sharing provocations about
dance and age.

Image: Sara Teresa

Our speakers
Liz Aggiss is a live artist, dance
performer, choreographer and
dance film-maker.
Galit Liss is an Israeli based
choreographer, initiator of the
“Gila workshops of movement
and stage art for elderly
women”.

Classes

Classes

About our
Ageless Classes

Class with Robbie
Synge

These are practical classes
which invite you to dance. No
previous dance experience
is necessary, and everyone
is welcome. Please wear
comfortable clothes and bring
a bottle of water.

Fri 25th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Studio 3, Yorkshire Dance
Start the day with an energising
hour of preparation for the
day ahead. A series of guided
physical exercises and playful
improvisational structures will
encourage moving alone and
with each other as a group,
enlivening the senses and
invigorating the body.

Class with Jo
Fong
Fri 25th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance

Class with Elsa
Perez

Taken from her research and
performance called Ways of
Being Together, Jo Fong will
lead a playful, interactive
movement session for
people who love to move.
Age, ability, disability doesn’t
come into it. The class is
suitable for everyone from the
professional dancer, Pilates
teacher or complete beginner.
The act is about bringing
people together and practicing
our ability to adapt to new
circumstances or needs.

Fri 25th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Studio 1, Yorkshire Dance

Image: David Lindsay

www.yorkshiredance.com

Kick off Ageless with party dances
from various countries led by
Elsa Perez, featuring exhilarating
dances from Cuba, Colombia,
South Africa, Trinidad, Peru,
Argentina, Mexico.

Image: David Lindsay
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Talk

“It beats the heck
out of jogging!”Experiences of
Dancing Into
Later Life
Fri 25th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
North Space,
Yorkshire Dance

Talk
Emily Bradfield and Laura
Britten are two academic
researchers investigating dance
programmes for older adults.
This talk will explore ideas and
research around participation,
connection and wellbeing, by
delving into experiences of
participating in community
dance programmes.
You will be introduced to a range
of concepts and theories that
provide insight into the impact
of dance with older adults in
this provocative and inspiring
exploration of the reimagining
of age through dance.

Talk with Alan
Lyddiard, Cecilia
Macfarlane and
DANCE SIX-0
Fri 25th Oct,
1:30pm – 3:30pm
South Space,
Yorkshire Dance

Participation, ambiton,
vision and scale.
This talk explores how we
develop the artistry, ambition
and vision around dance
with older adults. How do
we shift from ‘community’
to ‘professional’ and what
does this mean? How do
we recognise progression
routes for those coming to
dance later in life? How do we
value participation and what
challenges our expectations?

www.yorkshiredance.com

Image: Sara Teresa

Image: Ellie Kurttz taken at Elixir, Sadler’s Wells
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Workshop & Film

Workshop
Fri 25th & Sat 26th Oct,
Times may vary
Martha’s Meeting Room,
Yorkshire Dance

Sara Lindström
presents
Dancing On
My Own

Film screening
Sat 26th Oct,
From 5:30pm - 7:00pm
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance
Dancing On My Own is a film
celebrating the simplicity and
complexity of dancing.
During Ageless, you are invited
to join Sara Lindström for a
short 1-2-1 dance, which will
be filmed, edited and shown
at the end of the festival.
By inviting people to dance to
their favourite song in front of
the camera, Sara will create
a collection of physical and
audible portraits that explore
why dancing to our favourite
music is so enjoyable.
www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765
10

Places are limited so make sure
you book your 1-2-1 slot early!
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Workshop

Workshop

Gila workshop:
Movement and
Performance Art
for mature women
with Galit Liss
Fri 25th Oct,
1:30pm – 3.30pm
Studio 1, Yorkshire Dance
For mature women (50+)
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Fri 25th Oct,
1:30pm – 3:30pm
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance

The workshop is suitable for
women aged 50 and above,
who wish to engage in body
research, creative processes and
open up to this artistic world (no
previous experience required).

Yorkshire Dance in conversation
with Rubicon Dance will share
films, research and discussion
about the impact of dance in
residential care homes.
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‘In Mature Company’ is Yorkshire
Dance’s three year project
exploring the impact of touch
on care home residents living
with dementia. This workshop
includes short animation
films, an exploration of artistic
practices and evidence through
Dementia Care Mapping™.

Rubicon Dance have
created a performative
Dance and Dementia film
that makes visible this
invisible performance and
demonstrates the creativity,
connection and individuality
that we all witness when we
dance together.
www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

The name Gila, which in
Hebrew means age, joy, and
discovery, reflects the spirit of
women who choose to dance
at any age. Through the Gila
workshop methodology we
touch the questions of how
we can be present in our body
and how we achieve quality
in movement. Incorporating
imagery, biographical, and
brain plasticity exercises as
an integrated movement
practice, ideal conditions
are created for curiosity and
creativity to blossom.

Dancing the
small moments:
portraits of dance in
residential care by
Yorkshire Dance &
Rubicon Dance
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Workshop

Films
Film

Ageless Films

Robbie Synge
Workshop

Fri 25th Oct,
4:00pm – 7:15pm
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance

Fri 25th Oct,
1:30pm – 3.30pm
Leeds City College

ambition, professionalism
and representation of diverse
ages in the mainstream
contemporary dance landscape.
From here, we will set off
in groups and partnerships,
brainstorming a few of
our own intuitive dance/
movement-related ambitions.
Through a balance of discussion
and physical tasks, we will
aim to uncover where physical
practice of doing or trying
together fuels meaningful
conversation, and vice
versa. A joyous mixing pot
of folk moving or talking.

14

www.yorkshiredance.com

As a starting point, we will
watch a short film - Risk
Assessment – in which the
Ensemble company reflect on
questions and concerns around

In a Different Space (2018)
by Gail Hewton

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

This may be immediate physical
aspirations such as getting
onto the floor or being up in
the air, to more hypothetical
proposals through discussion.
It might be purely about moving
joyfully with others, or alone.

Hands on dance (2012) and Upp
till dans (Let’s Dance) (2014)
by Sara Lindström
interprete/Inappropriate Behaviour
(2015) and utterly (in)appropriate
(2017) by Sonia York-Pryce
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Ensemble-ing is a workshop
led by Robbie Synge and one
other company member about
working together to achieve
what we would like to achieve.

We are delighted to be sharing 5
international films that explore,
celebrate and reflect on dance
and age.

Image: Suzon Fuks
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Performance

Workshop
Performance

Nonna(s) Don’t
Cry by DÍRTZ
Theatre

I Wish this Dance
Would Never End
by Riccardo
Buscarini

Fri 25th Oct,
4:30pm – 5.30pm
Includes a Post Show Discussion
North Space, Yorkshire Dance

Fri 25th Oct,
4:30pm – 5:30pm
7:30pm – 8:30pm
Leeds City College
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A solo that transforms quietly
into a physical dialogue
between two women of
different ages, between two
generations, between the past,
the present and the future.
Nonna(s) Don’t Cry decomposes
the borders between puppetry,
dance and physical theatre and
reveals to the spectator another
dimension of reality.

Please note Nonna(s) Don’t Cry
will also be performed as part
of the Celebrating Participation
Performance on Saturday morning.
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Bring your dancing shoes
and join us in this immersive
performance in which two
performers invite you to take
part in famous dance scenes
from iconic movies by Federico
Fellini, Vittorio De Sica, Dino
Risi and Luchino Visconti.
Through a constant dialogue
between performer and
audience, moving image
and movement, past
and present, the space
transforms into a theatre, a
cinema and a ballroom.
Both a show and a party, I wish
this Dance Would Never End
is a playful and, at the same
time, nostalgic tribute to the
golden age of Italian cinema.
Image: Federico Ranieri

www.yorkshiredance.com

Nonna(s) Don’t Cry is part of the
trilogy ShortStories, a project
of short pieces that research
different relations between
puppetry, contemporary
dance and physical theatre.

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Nonna(s) Don’t Cry is a
poetic homage to the
process of getting old and
an invitation to broaden our
different perceptions on
generations.
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Performance

Fri 25th Oct,
7:30pm – 8:30pm
Includes a Post Show Discussion
Studio 3, Yorkshire Dance
Ages 16+

Saturday

The President’s
Wife is Still
Dancing
by Liz Aggiss

“Liz Aggiss is one of those
glorious wild cards who
grounds her eccentricities in
a bedrock of serious cultural
and social information”
- Herald Scotland.
Join Liz Aggiss, ‘enfant terrible’
of the bus pass generation, and
a shamelessly unapologetic
funny feminist, in a three tiered
event featuring; an extract
from her award winning show
Slap and Tickle, described
as “spectacularly devoid
of ordinariness or political
correctness” (theatrebubble):
a scratch presentation
from her new work Crone
Alone; and a selection of
ridiculous anecdotes from
her ‘life on the road’.

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Image: Joe Murray

Image: Uemura Tadayuki
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Image: David Lindsay

Classes & Talks

Classes & Talks

Class with Tamara
McLorg

Class with TC
Howard

Sat 26th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance

Sat 26th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Studio 1, Yorkshire Dance
Ages 2 – 102

In this class, designed for
older adults, Tamara will talk
about the creation of her
work and explore through
gentle movement how our
personal histories can be
brought to life through dance.

Inspired by the newly devised
A Tree, A Tub and a Moment
in Time, this intergenerational
class celebrates the joy of
moving together, finding
connections and being playful.

Class with Cecilia
Macfarlane

Talk with Liz
Aggiss, Galit
Liss and Claudia
Moore

Sat 26th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
Leeds City College
Cecilia Macfarlane will lead
a class that focusses on the
theme of ‘Holding On and
Letting Go’, dwelling on how
important both these activities
are in our dancing and living.
We will enjoy the support
of the ground or a partner’s
touch and also celebrate the
delight of freedom to move
with no responsibility.

Sat 26th Oct,
10:00am – 11:00am
South Space, Yorkshire Dance
This talk explores how our own
relationship with age affects
what dance we make, what
we have to say and how age is
reflected in the dance industry.
Image: David Lindsay Image: Sara Teresa

Image: Sara
DavidTeresa
Lindsay

Performance

Celebrating
Participation
Performance
Sat 26th Oct,
11:45am - 1:30pm
Includes Post Show Discussion
Quarry Theatre, Leeds Playhouse
We are delighted to present
three performances that
celebrate the participation
of older adults in dance. We
warmly welcome ThreeScore
Dance Company from Brighton,
DANCE SIX-0 from Salisbury and
our own company of Beige.

DÍRTZ Theatre present Nonna(s)
Don’t Cry, a poetic homage to
the process of getting old.
Yorkshire Dance present Beige – a
tongue-in-cheek, playful look at
getting older and challenging
stereotypes.
Beige was created as a local
mass dance to celebrate
International Day of Older People.
ThreeScore Dance Company
present Après Moi, a new work
by Yael Flexer bringing artistry
that embraces life experience
to the stage.
Presented by performers
all aged 60+ and following
commissions for the Brighton
Dome and performances at
Elixir/Sadler’s Wells and more,
ThreeScore are embarking on
their first national tour.
DANCE SIX-0 present Head in My
Bag, a work by Liz Aggiss

Image: Zoe Manders

www.yorkshiredance.com

See this bag? Well… this old bag
holds many secrets…
With a spit of techno, punk
and rock ‘n roll, Head In My Bag
dumps age centre stage and
kicks preconceptions into the long
grass. Pushing the boundaries of
what’s expected of older people’s
dance.
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Workshop

We Are Now an
Intergenerational
Workshop with
Hannah Buckley
and Nicola Singh
Sat 26th Oct,
2:30pm – 4:30pm
Studio 2, Yorkshire Dance
Families are very welcome

Performance

A Tree, a Tub and
a Moment in Time

We Are Now is an
intergenerational project that
celebrates intergenerational
exchange and women.
This workshop will create space
where women of all ages can
come together, move together
and have fun together.

Sat 26th Oct,
2:30pm – 4:00pm
5:00pm – 6:30pm
Including a Post Show Discussion
North Space, Yorkshire Dance

It is open to female / non
binary people of all ages with
a desire to move (no dance
experience necessary!) and who
want to be creative with people
of different generations.
It will include improvised
movement, creative tasks,
relaxation techniques
and conversation. Come
with your children, your
grandchildren, your nieces,
your friends, or come solo!

24

www.yorkshiredance.com

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Image: Sara Teresa

A Tree, a Tub, and a Moment in
Time is an interactive unique
dance theatre performance
created for residential care
homes by TC Howard. Featuring
two dancers and a live cellist,
this beautiful immersive
performance invites you to
make discoveries, connections
and invite the outside in.

Image: TC Howard
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Workshop

Workshop
Workshop

Beyond the
Marigolds with
Moving Memory
Dance Theatre

Moving Kinship
Workshop
with Beatrice
Allegranti

Sat 26th Oct,
2:30pm – 4:30pm
Leeds City College

Sat 26th Oct,
2:30pm – 4:30pm
Leeds City College

26

www.yorkshiredance.com

The workshop will include
a video presentation of the
intergenerational project,
Love Grows, and a live
performance of an excerpt
from Beyond the Marigolds.

Performed by their core
company (aka ‘Messy acts of
Meaning” MaM), 6 women (60+
including 2 octogenarians)
who have been working and
making performances as an
ensemble for the past 9 years.
Box Office: 0113 243 8765

This workshop demonstration
will introduce Moving Memory
Dance Theatre’s use of digital
resources. You are invited
to explore the development
and application of ‘Doris’ – a
piece of digital kit used in
participatory ‘Moving Well’
sessions. ‘Doris’ supports
the creation of performance
material, empowering
participants as creators.
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In this workshop, Beatrice
will disseminate the Moving
Kinship methodology through
embodied practices. The aim
of the workshop is to introduce
audiences and participants
to an ethical and sustainable
co-creative process of dance
making - where choreography is
re-imagined as ‘material for life’.

Image: Martha Kamminga
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Performance

The Rest of Our
Lives by Jo Fong
and George
Orange
Sat 26th Oct,
5:30pm – 6:50pm
Studio 1, Yorkshire Dance

The Rest of Our Lives looks
at two middle-aged lives in
an eclectic, spontaneous,
predictable and random decline.
Jo is an old dancer, George an
old clown. The Rest of Our Lives
avoids a mid-life crisis and asks
‘where do they go from here?’
Hopefully hopeful, The Rest of
Our Lives will probably be too
long or it might be a bit sudden
and far too short and the last
bit is likely to be a bit crap.
Time is on our side and yet
life is passing them by.
We’re only at the
beginning of the end.
Supported by the Rural Touring Dance Initiative,
The Place, Chapter and Arts Council of Wales.

Family
encounters
Save the date
Image: George Fuller

Encounters Festival, Nov 2018
Image: Sara Teresa

29th Feb – 1st Mar 2020

Performance
Performance
& Exhibition

Ageless Solo
Platform

We warmly welcome three
exceptional soloists who have
contributed locally, nationally
and internationally to dance.

Namron OBE

Tamara McLorg

From Jamaica to Buckingham
Palace...

Sat 26th Oct,
7:30pm – 8:30pm
Followed by
Post Show Discussion
Studio 3, Yorkshire Dance

Claudia Moore

A trailblazing British dancer and
one of the founding members
of both The Place (London)
and the Northern School of
Contemporary Dance (Leeds),
presents Coming to England
and Missing. Namron uses
movement to tell the story of
himself Coming to England
over 60 years ago. As a part
of the Windrush generation,
Namron details the thoughts
and feelings of a 13-year-old
boy flying for the first time from
Jamaica to London. Missing is a
poignant reflection on the loss
of those close to us, created in
memory of both his late father
and son.

Tamara presents an autobiographical
solo titled The Chairs Were Moved
To Give Me Passage. This was first
performed at The Kathmandu
International Solo Festival with
support from Yorkshire Dance
Residency Programme. Tamara has
been committed to Community
Dance for over the past 30 years and
has travelled extensively creating
projects worldwide. She is currently
a member of The Performance
Ensemble and received the Jane
Attenborough Dance UK Award for
her services to dance.

A force on the Canadian dance
scene since the 1970’s, presents
In Her Eyes - a triptych
comprised of 3 solos created
over a 10 - year period. In these
solos, fleeting impressions of
Claudia’s past, present and
possible future spring from the
movement and are shared in
the moment.

www.yorkshiredance.com

Image: Ursula
John Lauener
Kaufmann

Image: Anna Miller
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Timetable
Class with Robbie Synge (1hr)

10:00am

Class

Studio 3

Class with Elsa Perez (1hr)
Class with Jo Fong (1hr)

10:00am
10:00am

Class
Class

Studio 1
Studio 2

Experiences of Dancing Into
Later Life (1hr)

10:00am

Workshop

North
Space

Dancing on My Own workshop

10:00am

Workshop

Martha’s
Meeting

(All day Fri & Sat)

Event type

Venue

Ageless Welcome Event

11:45am

Talk

Leeds
Playhouse

Talk with Alan Lyddiard, Cecilia
Macfarlane & DANCE SIX-0

1:30pm

Talk

South
Space

Gila Workshop (2hrs)

1:30pm

Workshop

Studio 1

Dancing the Small Moments

1:30pm

Workshop

Studio 2

Robbie Synge Workshop (2hrs)

1:30pm

Workshop

Leeds City
College

(45 mins)

(2hrs)

(2hrs)

4:00pm

Nonna(s) Don’t Cry - DÍRTZ
Theatre (1hr)

4:30pm

Performance North
Space

I Wish This Dance Would Never
End - Riccardo Buscarini (1hr)

4:30pm
7:30pm

Performance Leeds City
College

The President’s Wife is Still
Dancing - Liz Aggiss (1hr)

7:30pm

Performance Studio 3

(on loop)

Film

Studio 2

Venue

Class with TC Howard (1hr)

10:00am

Class

Studio 1

Class with Tamara McLorg

10:00am

Class

Studio 2

Class with Cecilia
Macfarlane (1hr)

10:00am

Class

Leeds City
College

Talk with Liz Aggiss, Galit
Liss & Claudia Moore (1hr)

10:00am

Talk

South Space

Celebrating Participation
Performance (1hr 45)

11:45am

We Are Now workshop

2:30pm

A Tree, A Tub & A Moment
in Time - TC Howard

2:30pm
5.00pm

Beyond the Marigolds Moving Memory (2hrs)

2:30pm

Workshop

Leeds City
College

Moving Kinship Workshop
with Beatrice Allegranti

2:30pm

Workshop

Leeds City
College

The Rest of Our Lives Jo Fong & George Orange

5:30pm

Dancing On My Own film
screening (1hr 30)

5:30pm

Ageless Solo Platform with
Namron, Claudia Moore &
Tamara McLorg (1hr)

7.30pm

(1hr)

(2hrs)

(1hr 30)

Performance Leeds
Playhouse
Workshop

Studio 2

Performance North Space

(2hrs)

Performance Studio 1

(1hr 20)
Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Ageless Films Screening

Start Time Event type
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Film

Studio 2

Performance Studio 3

*Studios 1, 2, 3, North Space, South Space and Martha’s
Meeting Room are all located at Yorkshire Dance.

SATURDAY

Start
Time

FRIDAY

Event Name

Event Name

support
our work

Access at Ageless
Our Ageless festival is taking
place across three venues in the
Quarry Hill area of Leeds: Leeds
Playhouse, Yorkshire Dance and
Leeds City College. The access
provisions of these venues vary.

Yorkshire Dance
All doors in our building are
wheelchair accessible and all
floors can be reached via a lift.
Accessible and gender-neutral
toilets are available on all floors.
We encourage everyone to use the
toilets which best align with their
gender identity or expression.

Leeds Playhouse

Leeds City College Media, Music
and Performance Production
Department has recently moved
to a brand new, purpose-built,
state of the art building in
Quarry Hill, right at the heart
of the city’s cultural quarter.
The building is welcoming to
students of all abilities and ages
with access along sloping paths
through the Playhouse Gardens,
into a spacious reception area,
lifts to all floors and accessible
toilets on each level.

Getting Here

For any travel related
queries please contact
admin@yorkshiredance.com
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We’re passionate about
creating opportunities for
people of all ages, backgrounds
and abilities to see, make
and take part in dance.
Thanks to the incredible
generosity of our donors last
year, 6,176 participants, from
toddlers to care home residents
with dementia, enjoyed
regular dance sessions.
Over 200 local dance artists
received valuable advice,
space and support.
Image: Brian Slater

You can support our work by
making a donation or by leaving
a gift in your Will. Every gift
makes a huge difference.
If you would like to discuss
making a gift please get in
touch with Rachel Kingdom,
Development Manager.

rachelkingdom@yorkshiredance.com
yorkshiredance.com/support-us
Registered Charity No. 701624

www.yorkshiredance.com

Yorkshire Dance is in the cultural
quarter of Leeds city centre,
opposite BBC Yorkshire and Leeds
College of Music, next to Northern
Ballet & Phoenix Dance Theatre.
We are located over the road from
Leeds City Centre bus station and
are just a 15 minute walk from
Leeds train station. There is limited
on-street parking available for
Blue Badge holders on St Peter’s
Square. There is also car parking
available on Quarry Hill and at
Victoria Gate in Leeds, only a short
walk from Yorkshire Dance.

Box Office: 0113 243 8765

Located at the centre of Quarry
Hill, Leeds Playhouse has
recently undergone an extensive
redevelopment. The newly
renovated building features
vastly improved access into and
around the theatre, as well as
new facilities to ensure everyone
has a comfortable visit. These
include: larger capacity lifts and
improved wheelchair positions
in the auditoria. There are more
accessible toilets and assistance
dogs are very welcome.

Leeds City College
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Yorkshire Dance
3 St Peter’s Buildings
St Peter’s Square
Leeds, LS9 8AH
Cover image: Image: Ellie Kurttz
taken at Elixir, Sadler’s Wells
Back image: Anna Miller
Yorkshire Dance
Registered Company No.2319572
England & Wales
Registered Charity No.701624

@YorkshireDance
#AgelessFestival

